
April 11th,

The theme of the lesson:  
“Human Rights”

-=Be tolerant and you will 
prevent conflicts=-



United Nations 
or the UN

The international organisation formed in 
1945 after the end of the World War II to 
maintain world peace and foster The 
international organisation formed in 1945 
after the end of the World War II to 
maintain world peace and foster 
international co-operation. The main organ 
is the General Assembly The international 
organisation formed in 1945 after the end 
of the World War II to maintain world 
peace and foster international 
co-operation. The main organ is the 
General Assembly. In 1948, the UN’s 
General Assembly adopted a Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. 



Answer the questions

● When was the organisation the United Nations 
formed?

● What does its emblem mean? 

● What is the other name for this organisation? 
● Why was it founded?
● Have you read the Declaration of Human 

Rights?
● Do you think it’s important for you to know about 

this document? Why?



Universal Declaration of Human Rights

– a document written by the United Nations which states 
that all people in the world have certain rights.

Watch the video                                and say:

1) When and where was the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights adopted?

2) When was its 60th Anniversary?
3) Into how many languages has the Declaration been 

translated? 
4) What is the Russian translation for the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights?

Look for the answers 



Listen, repeat and translate into 
Russian.

● Private – privacy
● Suffer – suffering
● Racial – racism
● Tolerant – tolerance
● Cruel – cruelty
● Equal – equality
● Ethnic – ethnicity
● Protect – protection
● Declare – declaration
● Discriminate – discrimination
● Prohibit – prohibition 



Listen to the text. Mark the human rights you hear 
about. Then say which ones were not mentioned in 

thе text.

1. To speak freely
2. To get educated
3. To choose the work you like
4. To choose the climate you want to live in
5. To be equal with other people
6. To get a driving license at the age of 14
7. To know what your rights are
8. To be protected against religious discrimination
9. To be protected against strict teachers



Read the text. The following words are missing: protection, 
discriminate, discrimination, human. Fill in each space with one of

these words. Listen to the text and check your choices. 
In 1948, the United Nations wrote the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. It listed 29 different … (1) 
rights. According to the declaration, every person has the 
right to speak freely, to marry whomever he/she wants, 
to choose the work he/she likes and to get an education. 
The list of human rights includes protection against cruel 
punishment and … (2) against racial, ethnic, sexual, and 
religious… (3). These rights are important for people 
throughout the world. But in some countries, people live 
without these rights. People still practise racism and … 
(4) against others. 

Answers  



The Declaration of Human Rights

Watch the video 
And complete the sentences:
● The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

  Was written in …(1). Millions of people perished in the second World War. Many  
countries were still deeply divided by racism and military oppression. So the …(2) 
countries of United Nations got together and decided that ENOUGH was ENOUGH! 
So they would sit down and wrote … (3) articles.  That’s the …(4) rights and freedoms 
which belong to all of us. 

● Article 1. We are all born …(5). We have our own thoughts and ideas and we should 
all be treated  the same way. 

● Article 9 says nobody has the right to put us in prison without good …(6), to keep us 
there, to send us away from our country. 

● Article 15 We all have the …(7) to belong to the country. 
● Article 18 says we all have the right to believe in  whatever  we like, to have a …(8) 

and to change it if we wish
● Article 19. We all have the right to make up our own minds, to think what we like, to 

say what  we like and to share our thoughts with other people
● Article 30. says that nobody can take these rights and freedoms away from us. They 

belong to everyone. 

Answers



What I know about
human rights…

Listen to the song of M.Jackson.
 While listening brainstorm your ideas 
on the theme of HUMAN RIGHTS. 

The words of this song are here 

What I know 
about

human rights…



The End



The emblem 
of the UN

● The emblem consists of a map of the 
world on polar projection The emblem 
consists of a map of the world on polar 
projection surroundedThe emblem 
consists of a map of the world on polar 
projection surrounded by two olive 
branches. These two symbols speak for 
themselves. The olive branch can bе 
traced back The emblem consists of a 
map of the world on polar projection 
surrounded by two olive branches. These 
two symbols speak for themselves. The 
olive branch can bе traced back to ancient 
Greece as a symbol of peace. The world 
map is a symbol of the area with which 
this organization is concerned in achieving 
its main purpose: peace.



Answers:
Watch the video 
And complete the sentences:
● The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

  Was written in 1948 (1). Millions of people perished in the second World War. Many  
countries were still deeply divided by racism and military oppression. So the 48 (2) 
countries of United Nations got together and decided that ENOUGH was ENOUGH! 
So they would sit down and wrote 30 (3) articles.  That’s the 30 (4) rights and 
freedoms which belong to all of us. 

● Article 1. We are all born free (5). We have our own thoughts and ideas and we 
should all be treated  the same way. 

● Article 9 says nobody has the right to put us in prison without good reason (6), to 
keep us there, to send us away from our country. 

● Article 15 We all have the right (7) to belong to the country. 
● Article 18 says we all have the right to believe in  whatever  we like, to have a religion 

(8) and to change it if we wish
● Article 19. We all have the right to make up our own minds, to think what we like, to 

thrive what  we like and to share our thoughts with other people
● Article 30. says that nobody can take these rights and freedoms… away from us. 

They belong to everyone. 



 

I took my baby on a Saturday Bang 
Boy is that girl with you 
Yes we're one and the same 
Now I believe in miracles and a miracle 
Has happened tonight 
But if your're thinkin' about my baby 
It don't matter if you're black or white 

They print my message in the Saturday 
Sun 
I had to tell them I ain't second to none 
And I told about equality and it's true 
Either you're wrong or you're right 
But if you're thinkin' about my baby 
It don't matter if you're black or white 

I am tired of this devil 
I am tired of this stuff 
I am tired of this business sew when 
The going gets rough 
I ain't scared of your brother 
I ain't scared of no sheets 
I ain't scared of nobody 
Girl when the goin' gets mean 

Protection for gangs dubs and nations 

Causing grief in human relations 
It's a turf war on a global scale 
I'd rather hear both sides of the tale 
See it's not about races 
Just places faces 
Where your blood comes from 
Is where your space is 
I've seen the bright get duller 
I'm not going to spend my life being a 
color 

Don't tell me you agree with me 
When I saw you kicking dirt in my eye 
But if you're thinkin' about my baby 
It don't matter if you're black or white 

You're thinkin' of being my baby 
It don't matter if you're black or white 

You're thinkin' of being my brother 
It don't matter if you're black or white 

It's black it's white 
It's tough for them to get by 
It's black it's white whoo 

It's black it's white 
It's tough for them to get by 
It's black it's white whoo 

Black or White



● The building of the UN 
      in New York, Manhattan

● The General Assembly   







Tape script of the first video
● The Universal Declaration of Human Rights outlines the basic rights 

that every person should enjoy regardless of condition, race, creed 
or sex. On the 60th Anniversary of this Declaration Pope Benedict 
the 16th said human rights are based in the end on God the Creator 
who has given each person intelligence and freedom. If this solid 
ethical foundation is ignored, human rights are weakened. The Pope 
also said that the Church has always underscored that basic human 
rights beyond their different formulations and the different weight, 
they may have in diverse cultures, are universal as they are part of 
the very nature of man. The natural law written by the Creator and 
the human conscience is their common denominator of all man and 
all nations. It is the universal guide that all can know and by virtue of 
which we can all understand one another. The Declaration was 
adopted by the UN General Assembly on December 10th, 1948 in 
Paris. According to the Guinness book of world records it has been 
translated into more than 340 languages. 



Answers 

1. Human
2. Protection
3. Discrimination
4. Discriminate


